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L’ opera, indirizzata agli studenti degli Istituti Tecnici e Professionali, è stata completamente rivista e
aggiornata secondo le indicazioni delle nuove linee-guida ministeriali e offre allo studente, con crite-
ri di interdisciplinarità, un panorama di argomenti inerenti a: meccanica, meccatronica ed energia.

È divisa in 14 unità con un filo conduttore originale costituito dai servizi giornalistici di Ms Andrews inviata
dal suo direttore a intervistare ingegneri e tecnici di 14 aziende ubicate in diverse località del Regno Unito.
In questo modo agli studenti sono fornite informazioni riferite a diverse realtà produttive e acquistano fami-
liarità con la relativa terminologia. Nelle unità si trovano letture tecniche, interviste, conversazioni telefoni-
che o report della giornalista (tutte registrate nel CD-Audio) oltre a flash culturali e a “cartoline” relative alle
località visitate. A questa molteplicità di situazioni corrisponde una varietà di registri linguistici: il tutto con-
corre a rendere più interessanti i contenuti favorendone l’apprendimento.
Le letture tecniche sono seguite da esercizi di approfondimento lessicale, semantico, fonetico e grammati-
cale e sono arricchite da numerosi materiali illustrativi autentici, studiati per stimolare commenti ed essere
punto di partenza per approfondimenti. La nuova sezione Technical Spotlight contiene testi, specimen ed
esercizi relativi a temi di sicurezza, manutenzione e certificazioni. Ogni unità del volume presenta anche
una sezione di revisione grammaticale. 
In vista dell’esame di maturità, per un approccio interdisciplinare, in accordo con il CLIL (Content and
Language Integrated Learning) sono stati curati i collegamenti con altre discipline quali l’elettrotecnica,
l’informatica, la fisica, il disegno. In appendice al volume una sezione è dedicata ai lineamenti di letteratu-
ra e di storia inglese del XIX e del XX secolo, corredata di testi letterari ed esercizi e completata da tavole
cronologiche storiche e letterarie. Chiude il testo un utile glossario di termini tecnici. Come guida al per-
corso didattico è predisposto un sommario molto dettagliato e per l’utilizzo dei brani registrati è consultabi-
le il relativo indice.

Contenuti del volume

Mechanics (Units 1-6) Materials, Electric circuits and electricity, Mechanical drawing, Lifting and tran-
sporting systems, Basic metal processes, The automobile engine.

Mechatronics (Units 7-11) Exploring the computer world, The mechatronics field, Machine tools,
Automation, Sensors.

Energy (Units 12-14) Energy sources, Heating, Refrigeration, Air conditioning and pumps.
Technical Spotlight Fire safety, Maintenance and certification. 

CD-Audio – Al volume è allegato un CD-Audio con le registrazioni di interviste, conversazioni telefoniche
e relazioni della giornalista oltre, naturalmente, alle listening activities e ai dialoghi iniziale e finale.
On-line – In rete sono rese disponibili per gli studenti il dizionario tecnico e altre letture da utilizzare per con-
solidare gli obiettivi relativi alla comprensione in L2 e per ampliare il lessico tecnico; i docenti hanno a dispo-
sizione utili prove strutturate. 
Teacher’s Book – Fornisce agli insegnanti le chiavi degli esercizi e gli audioscript dei testi registrati. 

Gli autori ringraziano i colleghi che hanno in adozione il testo per i preziosi consigli, apprezzamenti e contributi. 
Si ringraziano, per la cortese collaborazione e per i materiali forniti, le società:  Agip UK, Apple, Ardo, Argo, Asus, Audi, Balconi,
BBC Educational, Bernasconi, Bianchin, British Tourist Authority, Bugatti, Canon, Caprari, Carlo Raimondi, Ferro, Festo,
Fratusimpianti, GM Motors, Grundfos, Helical, Honeywell, IBM, Irsap, Jakob, Junkers, Lemoine Italia, MasaAutomazione,
Matsushita, Omron, Osram, Philips, Pramac, Renault, Resisto, Rovelli, SKF, Siemens computer, Snam, Staedtler, Tosh, Wyles,
Cymru, Westelectric, Yamaha e tutte le altre società non citate per involontario errore.
Si ringraziano inoltre, per il contributo di foto e notizie, Virginia Adams e gli ingegneri Giovanni Pucci ed Emanuele Ciulli. Per
le immagini e i riferimenti inseriti in questa nuova edizione: ABB Robots, Adidas, Akai, Arburg, Audi, Autobielle, Bertelli
Carpenters, Bianchin, BitErg, Brembo, BTicino domotics, Cardiff Stadium, Clearing, Daikin, Dox, E-bike, Elwatt, Esco, FMA
Direct, General Motors, Genius, Gensaco, GM Hybrid, Google, Grove Trucks, Harland & Wolff, Heineken, Hurst, Infineon,
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Early history of England /ei/, /ai/ L&R reading and listening to a text  The English sentence
(400 to 1200 AD) L identifying words
and the Battle of Hastings S&W asking/answering questions 

W completing sentences, translating, 
writing a conversation

Wales /�/, /υ/, /u�/, R reading a text The comparative 
/ju/ L identifying sentences, gathering information

S&W asking/answering questions 
W completing sentences, taking 
notes, writing a letter/a paragraph, 
doing a research

Birmingham and the /ŋ/ L&R reading and listening to a text The superlative
Industrial Revolution R understanding information
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W completing sentences, translating, 
taking notes

Staffordshire: the home /��/, /d�/, /e/ L&R reading and listening to a text The simple present
of the pottery industry L gathering information and the present 

S discussing a topic continuous
W completing sentences, taking 
notes, writing a leaflet 

Sheffield and Yorkshire /ea/, /ia/, /k/, R reading a text The relative pronouns
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taking notes, writing a paragraph
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writing a summary
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writing a dialogue
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Scotland /i/, /i�/, /ʃ/ R reading a text The modal verbs: 
L gathering information must, shall/should, 
S&W building a dialogue will/would, need
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Introduction

This course book deals

with mechanical

engineering, one of the

largest and most diverse

engineering disciplines,

concerned with the design,

the construction and the

maintenance of almost any

kind of products. A

mechanical engineer works

in every field of life

and industry, as for example:

energy plants 

and machineries, spacecraft

and aircraft carriers, surgery

equipment, household

appliances, etc. Mechanical

engineers work mainly

in manufacturing firms,

but they can work also

in administrative

and managerial positions

in government departments.

In the introductory dialogue of the following page you will meet the Editor of a London

magazine and a journalist, Miss Andrews, whose job will be to interview mechanical

engineers working in different manufacturing companies all around Britain.

1 Hastings

2 Cardiff LONDON

3 Birmingham

4 Stoke on Trent

5 Sheffield6-7 Liverpool

8 Belfast

9 Glasgow

10 Bath

11 Guildford

13 Dundee

14 Aberdeen

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

••

12 Sullom Voe,

Mainland, 

Shetland 



ON THE WAY 

Mr Harrison, the editor of The Industrial Society

magazine, meets a journalist, Ms Andrews, whose

job will be to interview engineers and technicians

working in different manufacturing companies all

around Great Britain. The conversation takes

places in Mr Harrison’s office, in the dockland

area in the East End of London.

Mr Harrison: So, Ms Andrews, as I’ve already told you

on the phone this morning, we have recently received

lots of letters and e-mails from our readers who want

to know more about job opportunities for mechanical

engineers. I think it’s worthwhile to make an inquiry

into this specific field.

Ms Andrews: I see... Are you asking me to do that?

Mr Harrison: Well... I think you’re the right person,

Ms Andrews. You’ve been working with us for a year

now, and we have no reason to doubt your profes-

sional qualities. Also, you’re open and communicati-

ve, and that’s important for this sort of task, as you’-

re going to talk with so many different people. And

since you have no family ties at the moment, you

shouldn’t object to travelling for a month or two...

Ms Andrews: That’s right, I’m not married and I do

like travelling... er... I think I’ll accept the offer to con-

duct the survey, Mr Harrison. Just tell me the way to

proceed.

Mr Harrison: I’ve got a list of different manufacturing

companies throughout Britain. You should go to each

of them and interview one or more mechanical engi-

neers working there. Ask them any questions our

readers might be interested in and send us a report

every week. 

Ms Andrews: When should I start?

Mr Harrison: Well, let’s see... today is Thursday, so,

what about next Monday? You might start from

Thomson & Son’s manufacturing company, first. It’s

in Sussex. They produce fixing components. And,

by the way, here’s a cheque for your initial expenses.
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An editorial office in London.
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3Hastings, Sussex.

Screws.

In this unit you will learn about
engineering materials and their
properties. 
Ms Andrews, who has started her
survey around England, is in Hastings,
East Sussex.
The cultural flash gives you some
information about the Battle of
Hastings and the Norman invasion. 
As for the grammar section, you will
revise the word order in English
sentences.

PURPOSE 

OF THE UNIT

UNIT 

1
Materials
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ON THE WAY

Ms Andrews meets Mr Upton, a mechanical engi-

neer working in Hastings at Thomson & Son’s, a

company that manufactures general purpose fas-

tening components such as nuts, bolts, washers,

screws, nails and rivets. 

This is an extract of what Mr Upton says in his

interview with Ms Andrews, who wants to know

what his job consists in.

“I’m in charge of selecting materials to be used for

our products, as each of them requires different

qualities  and properties. If, for example, we have to

manufacture nuts and bolts, we need mild steel

because it is ductile, tough, fairly malleable and

quite cheap. That’s why in my job I must ask myself

some important questions, such as, ‘Does the mate-

rial need to be light or heavy? How strong must it

be? Does it need to be flexible or stiff? Is colour

important? What kind of finish is required? Is cost

important?’ Once these questions have been

answered I am able to choose the suitable material.”

1 Now listen and answer the following questions.

1 What does the company Mr Upton works for make?

.........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

.........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

2 What does Mr Upton do at Thompson and Son’s?

.........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

.........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

3 How can Mr Upton select the right material?

.........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

.........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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2 Match each picture with the suitable noun.

UNIT 1 MATERIALS

1 round wire nail

2 oval wire nail

3 countersunk screw

4 bolt

5 rivets

6 pop rivet

7 grub screw

8 round head screw

9 corrugated nail

10 self tapping screw

11 panel pin

12 set or machine screw

a b c

3 Insert the following words referred to fastening components in the blanks.

rivets – bolts – screws – studs – staples

1 .......................................... are fasteners that consist of a threaded shaft at one end and,

typically, a head at the other. They are inserted into solid materials and secured

via rotation.

2 .......................................... are fasteners that are threaded on one end and that generally

have a head on the other. They are used to assemble parts by securing with a

mating nut.

3 .......................................... are headed pins with a point that passes through two pieces of

material. Beating or pressing down the point causes it to spread out and form a

second head. They can be used to connect

two plates or pieces of material together.

4 .......................................... are mechanical fasteners

which are threaded on one or both ends.

One end is secured to an object. The other

end is used typically with a nut.

5 .......................................... are U-shaped metal fas-

teners that are driven into a surface to hold

or secure an object in place. 
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Carpentry

staples.

Double end

theaded studs.



The Romans came to Britain near-
ly 2000 years ago and changed the
country. They built roads, theatres,
baths and introduced their lan-
guage, Latin. When the Barbarians
began to attack the borders of the
Roman Empire, the Romans were
obliged to leave Britain.
When the Romans left in 410 AD,
Britain no longer had a strong
army to defend itself, so Germanic
people invaded England and
established a number of kingdoms
between 450 and 600 AD. There
were many groups of Saxons,
Angles and Jutes. They established
seven independent kingdoms
called ‘Heptarchy’: Kent, Essex,
Sussex, Wessex, East Anglia,
Mercia and Northumbria. 
In 829 AD, the Saxon King Egbert
of Wessex established his superi-
ority and joined all the kingdoms
together. He was thus the first
king of the unified kingdom. In
the early 800s, Danish Vikings
started attacking the country and
captured quite a few territories
(except Wessex). They settled in
the eastern half of the country, but the Saxon King Alfred the Great of Wessex defeated the Danes and
pushed them to the northeastern side of England. After Alfred’s death in 899, the kingship weakened
and Danish invasions began again. Finally, in 1016, Canute, son of the Danish king, succeeded in
defeating the existing Saxon king of Wessex. Thus, the kingdom of England went into the hands of
the Danes, who ruled until 1042 when it was again conquered by a powerful Saxon king, Edward the
Confessor, who reigned until 1066.
After a few peaceful years during the reign of Edward the Confessor, William the Conqueror of
Normandy, France, landed at Hastings with a strong force, defeated the Saxon king and became the
crowned king of England in 1066. This was called the ‘Norman Conquest’. William I established a
strong government and built cathedrals, castles and the Tower of London. His son William II, called
Rufus, succeeded him. Afterwards, William I’s youngest son, Henry I, became the king. William’s fam-
ily ruled until 1154.

UNIT 1 MATERIALS

6

CULTURAL FLASH

Early history of England (400 to 1200 AD) 
and the Battle of Hastings

Anglo Saxon homelands and settlements.



PRE-READING ACTIVITIES

a Can you guess what material these objects are made of?

UNIT 1 MATERIALS

7

READING 1
Main types of materials
The modern designer and engineer need to have a thorough knowledge of materials, their properties and
their terminology in order to select and use them properly to do the job required of them.
The main types of materials used in mechanical engineering are:

● metals;

● polymer materials;

● ceramics;

● composite materials.

Metals, divided into ferrous and non-ferrous, are widely used in mechanical engineering. Sometimes
they are used in pure form and sometimes they are mixed with other elements. In this case we have an
alloy which is used to improve some properties.
Ferrous metals include iron and alloys which use iron as the chief constituent.
Iron in pure form is soft, not easily machinable and pasty when molten, so it is unsuitable to be used
as a structural material.This is the reason why small amounts of carbon, a non-metallic element, are
added to improve its properties.

b Can you write the names of other materials you know?

1

64 5

2

3

1 .............................................................................................................

2 .............................................................................................................

3 .............................................................................................................

4 .............................................................................................................

5 .............................................................................................................

6 .............................................................................................................

Deruta tile.

Rim. Bottles. Saxophone.

Laptop case.

Razor wire.



When the resulting alloy contains up to 2.1% of carbon it is called plain carbon steel, and when it con-
tains between 2.1% and 4% of carbon it is known as cast iron. If other elements are added to improve
the properties of plain carbon steel, the resulting mixture is an alloy steel.
Two of the most common are:

● Stainless steel; an iron-carbon alloy with a minimum of 10.5% chromium content.

● High speed steel in which tungsten is the major alloying element but it is also combined with
molybdenum, vanadium and cobalt in varying amounts. 

Each kind of ferrous metal has its own properties as can be inferred from the following table.

Ferrous metals Tensile strength Melting point Density
(N/mm2) (°C) (kg/m3)

Mild steel 500 1,500 7,800
Medium-carbon steel 750 1,450 7,800
High-carbon steel 900 1,400 7,800
Grey cast iron 200 1,200 7,200
Stainless steel 600 1,500 7,900
High-speed steel / 1,400 7,900

Non-ferrous metals are metals which contain little or no iron. The most common non-ferrous metals used
in mechanical engineering are: copper, zinc, tin and aluminium. They also have their special cha racteristics.

Non-ferrous metals Tensile strength Melting point Density
(N/mm2) (°C) (kg/m3)

Copper 232 1,083 8,900
Tin 15 230 7,300
Zinc 200 420 7,100
Aluminium 93 660 2,700

Some of the most common non-ferrous
alloys are:

● brass (formed of copper and zinc);

● tin-bronze (formed of copper and
tin);

● aluminium-bronze (formed of copper
mixed with aluminium);

● cupro-nickel (formed of copper, nickel
and small quantities of manganese);

● aluminium alloys such as Duralu min
(used in the aircraft industry).

UNIT 1 MATERIALS
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Mechanical bearings in steel, pla stic and thermoplastic materials.

GLOSSARY

alloy: mixture of metals

soft: not hard to the touch

machinable: cut, shape, polish etc. with a machine

pasty: like a soft mixture

carbon: non-metallic element that is present in all liv-

ing matter and occurs in its pure form as diamond

and graphite

to infer: to understand from facts or reasoning



Explain the difference between ferrous 

and non-ferrous metals

COMPREHENSION
4 Follow this flow chart to talk about the different types of material used in mechanical engi-

neering.

UNIT 1 MATERIALS

9

5 Fill in this chart.

Ferrous Non-ferrous Non-ferrous

metals metals alloys

mild steel copper ...............................................................................

............................................................................ tin tin-bronze

high-carbon steel ............................................................................ aluminium-bronze

grey cast iron ............................................................................ ...............................................................................

stainless steel ............................................................................ ...............................................................................

............................................................................ ............................................................................ ...............................................................................

Talk about the importance for a mechanical

engineer to have an extensive knowledge 

of materials

Divide materials into main groups

Say something about the use of pure iron

Define an alloy

Explain the difference between plain carbon

steel and cast iron

Name some of the most common 

non-ferrous alloys

Motorcycle titanium exhaust

systems.

Steel front derailleur of a bike.

Final assembly of the

sensor units and the

associated wiring of a

large stainless steel flow

sensor of Industrial

Tomography Systems,

Manchester.

The disc brakes are in cast

iron or can be made of com-

posites such as reinforced

carbon–carbon or ceramic

matrix. The brake pads con-

sist in steel backing plates

with friction material bound to

the surface.

Make a list of the most common non-ferrous metals



WORKING ON THE LANGUAGE
6 Write the name of the metal described.

1 A brownish-red metal that is one of the most widely used metals by humans. It was known

to prehistoric people and is believed to be the first metal with which early humans made use-

ful articles such as cooking utensils, coins and ornamental objects. It is found in the earth’s

crust either in the form of its ores, or in the free state due to its low reactivity. 

....................................

2 With a symbol of ‘Hg’, this metal has a silvery colour and is one of the few metallic elements

which are liquid at room temperature, which is why its Latin name is ‘hydrargyrum’ (derived

from the Greek word ‘hydrargyros’, a combination of words meaning ‘water’and ‘silver’). It is

used in thermometers and several other scientific instruments, such as barometers, vacuum

pumps and electric switches. Its vapours are extremely hazardous to one’s health; the fumes

enter and poison the body.

....................................

3 This metal’s earlier name was “wolfram”, which explains its symbol, “W”. It melts at about

3410 degrees Celsius, the highest melting point of all metals. It is commonly used as the fil-

ament of light-bulbs.

....................................

4 With the symbol ‘Al’, this is the most abundant metal in the earth’s crust. It is light-weight and

silvery. It is rarely found in the free state naturally, as it is rather highly reactive. Surprisingly,

many gemstones, including ruby and sapphire, are forms of this element’s crystalline oxide.

....................................

5 Its symbol is ‘Pb’, derived from the Latin word ‘plumbum’. It was one of the earliest known met-

als and was mentioned in the Old Testament, which is a part of the Christian Bible. It was used

by the ancient Romans to construct the water pipes of their famous water distribution network

and sewer system. In the earth’s crust it is found mainly in the form of its sulphide, galena.

....................................

6 This metal’s Latin name is “ferrum” and it is a magnetic, malleable and silvery-white metal. In its

metallic form it was used to make ornaments and weapons in prehistoric ages. When exposed to

moist air, it oxidises and tarnishes to form a reddish-brown oxide, better known as “rust”. 

....................................

7 Match the words on the left with the definitions on the right.

1 ferrous a as a maximum

2 pure b quantity

3 property c not mixed with other substances

4 amount d simple

5 molten e containing iron

6 plain f understood

7 inferred g made liquid

8 up to h special quality or characteristic

UNIT 1 MATERIALS
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8 Write the English for all the following words that begin with the same letter.

1 M............................................... (materiali)

2 M............................................... (metalli)

3 M............................................... (metallico)

4 M............................................... (mischiato)

5 M............................................... (fuso)

6 M............................................... (medio)

7 M............................................... (lavorabile alle macchine)

8 M............................................... (mercurio)

UNIT 1 MATERIALS
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9 Write a new word for each letter in the word manganese.

M A N G A N E S E

10 Write down the name of an object for each of the following materials.

1 brass ...............................................................................................................................................................................................

2 stainless steel ...............................................................................................................................................................................................

3 zinc ...............................................................................................................................................................................................

4 duralumin ...............................................................................................................................................................................................

5 cast iron ...............................................................................................................................................................................................

11 Can you add some more materials and the corresponding objects? 

...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Native gold.

LET’S PLAY WITH WORDS



12 Write the names of the metals you think these objects are made of.

1 a pan .........................................................................................................................................................................................

2 a computer case .........................................................................................................................................................................................

3 a fork .........................................................................................................................................................................................

4 a bell .........................................................................................................................................................................................

5 a nail .........................................................................................................................................................................................

13 Write words associated with materials in the spider’s web.
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READING 2

Plastics, rubbers, ceramics and composite materials
Among the wide range of materials used in engineering, we can include different types of plastic and
rubber, as well as ceramics and composite materials. 
The former are made of long chains of molecules known as polymers that may be classified into:

● thermoplastics;

● thermosettings;

● rubbers.

Thermoplastics are used daily as engineering materials, as they can be softened and remoulded by heat-
ing. Some of the most common are PVC or polyvinyl chloride, tough, easily moulded and widely used to
insulate wiring and cables, perspex, transparent and tough, fluorine plastics, polyamides which include nylon
that can be drawn out into strong fibres, and polyesters used for reinforcement for rubber in drive belts,
hoses and tyres.



Thermosetting plastics differ from thermoplastics in that when they are moulded, a chemical reaction
occurs so that the polymer chains can’t be broken by reheating.
Some of the most common are bakelite used for handles, knobs and laminates; Formica, used to make switch-
es, plugs and buttons; melamine used for electrical fittings; epoxy resins used to mould motor vehicle pa nels
and boat hulls; polyester resins used for safety helmets and fishing rods as well as in paints and enamels.
Rubbers are also polymers, known as elastomers because they have the property of returning to their
original size and shape after deformation. They are used for hoses, drive belts, seals etc. Rubbers have
many applications where flexibility is of importance.
As for ceramics, the chief ingredients of ceramic materials are clay and a mixture of silicon, aluminium
and magnesium oxides. Ceramic materials are good insulators, hard, wear resistant and strong when

compressed, but brittle. As they resist high temperatures they
are used for furnaces and cutting tools. Among the main types of
ceramic materials there are semiconductors, poor conductors of
electricity at low temperatures, but their conductivity increases at
high temperatures. In particular silicon, a semiconductor material,
is used in a wide range of electronic components.
Lastly, composite materials are made up of two or more mate-
rials combined to improve their mecha nical properties. An exam-
ple of composite material used in building engineering is con-
crete reinforced with steel. Another example is glass fibre-rein-
forced plastics, used for car body panels.
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Polycarbonate and ABS.

Thermoplastic box. Huge rubber wheels.

GLOSSARY

molecule: smallest unit into which a substance can be divi-

ded

polymer: natural or artificial compound made up of large

molecules which are themselves made from combina-

tions of small simple molecules

to soften: to become soft or softer

to mould: to shape into a particular form or object

to occur: to happen

clay: stiff sticky earth that becomes hard when baked 

oxide: compound of oxygen and one other substance

brittle: hard but easily broken

concrete: building material made by mixing sand with

cement, gravel and water



COMPREHENSION
14 Say if the following statements are true or false. If they are false, correct them.

True False

1 Polymers are materials made of short chains of rubbers.

2 Thermoplastic materials are heated to make them harder.

3 When reheated, thermosetting materials undergo a chemical reaction.

4 Thermoplastic chains of molecules can be broken by heating.

5 Bakelite can be moulded and remoulded.

6 Elastomers keep their shape forever.

7 Ceramic materials are used in electric components because they are safe.

8 Under compression, ceramics break easily.

15 Fill in the missing information.

Thermoplastics and Thermosetting Materials

These are the two broad categories of plastics. ................................................ – such as polythene, polyvinyl

acrylics, PVC, polystyrene – can be ................................................ by heating and ................................................ again

by cooling. These two processes can be repeated over and over again. This is because chemi-

cally in ................................................ the long molecules of the chemicals remain separate from each other.

Thermoplastics are processed into useful articles in three stages. The material is first

................................................ enough to soften it, then it is forced into the desired shape and lastly it is left

to ................................................ while it is still held in its new shape. 

................................................ materials – such as polyesters, phenolics, ................................................., formaldehyde,

epoxides, bakelite plastic – on the other hand, first ................................................. on heating and then, with

further heating, set hard and afterwards cannot be ................................................ again by heat. This is due to

the strong chemical links formed between the long molecules by heating.
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Rivets.

Washers.

Bolts and nuts.

Nails.



WORKING ON THE LANGUAGE
16 Use the following verbs in the correct tense, according to the meaning of the sentence. 

to occur – to heat – to include – to attack – to mould – to resist 

– to soften – to break – to combine – to insulate

1 A catalogue of materials is not available, but we can .......................................... a list of the materials we

deal in.

2 Thermoplastics are less rigid than thermosettings. In fact, they can be ................................................ and

........................................ easily.

3 Polyamides include nylon that can be ............................................................... into components such as gears.

4 PVC is widely used to ................................................ cables and electric wiring.

5 Chemical reaction ................................................ when single elements are .................................................

6 Reinforced materials reduce the probability of the materials to .................................................

7 When ................................................, thermosetting plastics become harder.

8 Natural rubber can be easily ................................................ by oil, petrol and ozone.

9 Silicon rubber is used in the aircraft industry where wide variation in temperature ......................................

10 Rubber used for tyre inner tubes ................................................ heat and chemicals.

17 Polymers quiz.  

FirefighterÕs Coat 

1 Vinyl is used in firefighters’ coats because: 

a it is inherently flame-retardant

b it will not continue to burn once a flame source is removed

c it protects the firefighter from the flames of a fire

d all of the above

2 Which of the following objects aren’t made with vinyl?

a Beach ball

b Baby teether

c Kick ball

d Baseball

Snow Boots 

3 List 3 ways plastics help snow boots protect our feet.

Helmet

4 Helmets should be used for which of the following sports:

a bicycling

b in-line skating

c skateboarding

d all of the above

Sand Shovel

5 Plastic sand shovels make a day at the beach more enjoyable.

What other plastic toys and products can be used at the

beach? Try to list 3.

UNIT 1 MATERIALS
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Fire fighter coat.
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18 Which prepositions do these verbs need?

1 Plastic materials are used ....................................................... make a lot of mechanical components.

2 Ceramic materials are formed .................................................. clay and a mixture of other elements.

3 Materials are divided ........................................................................................................ ferrous and non-ferrous.

4 The materials you employed differ ....................................................................................................................... ours.

5 The external coating of the cable has been broken ......................................................... a heavy blow.

19 Unscramble the words and fill in the blanks below the picture.

Polymers live in a cozy house. The home is filled with plastic items that improve and make our

everyday lives safer. In the living room, we can find ....................................................................................................................

........................................ . In the kitchen, ............................................................................................................................................................ .

In the bathroom, ....................................................................................................................................................................................................... .

In the bedroom, we have ............................................................................................................................................................................ .

In the playroom there are ............................................................................................................................................................................ . 

Unscramble the words that name

the different rooms in the house

drbomeo hobmator molparoy

ivgnli omor ciknteh

Table tennis ball, tipically in cyanoacrylate. Jabulani ball, in EVA and TPU. Bowling ball, in cast urethane.
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Properties of materials
All materials have a range of properties. The choice of a material is based on the
need to solve particular problems. The selection criteria for materials to be used in
mechanical products are their:

● mechanical properties

● thermal properties

● electrical properties

● resistance to chemicals.

The commonest mechanical property is strength or the ability of a material to
resist forces without breaking or bending permanently. We can distinguish among:

● tensile strength, that is the ability to resist stretching or pull forces;

● compressive strength, that is the ability to resist a pushing force;

● bending strength, that is the ability to resist bending forces;

● shear strength, that is the ability to resist sliding forces;

● torsional strength, that is the ability to resist twisting forces.

Mechanical properties also include:
Elasticity, that is, the ability of a material to return to its original shape when
loaded and unloaded.
Plasticity, the ability of a material to be changed permanently in shape.
Two other properties are associated with plasticity:

● malleability, that is, the measure of a materials ability to be deformed by
compressive forces;

● ductility, that is, the measure of the amount by which a material can be
stretched before breaking when pulled in tension.

Hardness is the measure of a material’s resistance to wear, abrasion and inden-
tation.
Toughness is the measure of a material’s resistance to sudden shocks or impact.
Brittleness is its opposite.
Fatigue is the ability to resist repeated stress cycles, bending or tension.

Thermal properties describe the behaviour of a material when its temperature
changes. They include:

● thermal conductivity or the ability of a material to transmit heat energy;

● thermal expansivity or the measure of the change in size of a material when
the temperature changes.

Electrical properties are:

● Electrical conductivity that is the ability to allow electrical current to pass.
Metals tend to be good conductors while plastics and ceramics tend to be bad

Bending strength

Wheelbarrow 
Weight

SkipPlank

T
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Weight

Crane

Bicycle chain

Tension

Compressive strength

Shear strength

Torsional strength

Tensile strength

Rivets need a high
shear strength

Scissors employ
a shear force

Under compression

Torsion

Spanner on
a nut

Twisting the top
off a jar
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conductors; between these extremes are the semiconductors which are poor conductors at low tem-
peratures but whose conductivity improves with a rise in temperature.

● Electrical resistivity or the ability of a material to resist the passage of current.
A material which is a good conductor is said to have low resistivity while a bad conductor is said to
have a high resistivity.

Resistance to chemical attack includes:
Corrosion or the ability to withstand degradation under service conditions: the commonest corrosion
process is oxidation.
Solvent attack or the ability to resist liquids which attack engineering materials and may degrade their
mechanical properties.
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COMPREHENSION
20 Fill in the following chart.

Properties

Mechanical ..........................................................................................................................................................................................................

Thermal ..........................................................................................................................................................................................................

Electrical ..........................................................................................................................................................................................................

Chemical ..........................................................................................................................................................................................................

Corrosion control.

GLOSSARY

range: group or series of similar things

tensile: of tension

compressive: pressing together

bending: making curved

shear: cut with an instrument like scissors

torsional: twisting

malleability: ability to be beaten or pressed into different

shapes easily

ductility: ability to be pressed or beaten or pulled into

fine strands without being heated 

tension: state or degree of stretching or being stret-

ched

wear: damage caused by use

abrasion: scraping away

indentation: mark made by cutting into the surface of

something

toughness: ability not to be easily cut, broken or worn out



21 Choose the correct alternative.
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1 A temporary deformation is:

a forever.

b for a while.

c for a stated time.

2 Tensile strength is the ability to resist:

a pulling forces.

b pushing forces.

c crashing forces.

3 Shear strength resists:

a stretching.

b sliding forces.

c twisting.

4 A plastic material:

a returns to its original shape.

b remains as it is once changed.

c gets a shape of its own.

5 Low ductile materials are:

a elastic.

b malleable.

c brittle.

6 A slightly hard material:

a resists wear.

b doesn’t resist wear.

c is not affected by wear.

7 A tough material:

a breaks when hit.

b doesn’t break when hit.

c changes shape.

8 Thermal expansivity measures:

a the quantity of heat a material

absorbs.

b the increase or decrease in

dimensions.

c the quantity of electricity a material

stores.

9 Electrical resistivity is:

a the resistance electricity oppo-

ses to pass the material.

b the resistance a material opposes

to the passage of electricity.

c the ability to save electricity.

10 Oxidation is:

a produced on a material by

applying solvents.

b a chemical reaction occurring in

a material.

c a property belonging to all types

of materials used in mechanical

engineering

WORKING ON THE LANGUAGE
22 How many words can you make from the word malleable?

mall, all, ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................

23 Find the odd word out.

1 tensile compressive bending plastic

2 conductor elastic plastic ductile

3 corrosion ductile solvent chemical

4 malleability toughness hardness resistivity

5 elastic malleable hard strength



24 Translate the following passage. You can use a dictionary if necessary.

Conoscere le proprietà dei materiali oggigiorno usati nell’ingegneria è importantissimo per chi progetta

e costruisce, perché le singole proprietà rendono i materiali più o meno adatti al compito che devono

svolgere. Le proprietà dei materiali possono essere meccaniche, termiche, elettriche e possono

anche comprendere la resistenza agli agenti chimici e atmosferici. Le proprietà meccaniche riguardano

la reazione del materiale preso in esame verso una forza applicata. Una forza sufficientemente forte

produrrà una certa deformazione o temporanea o permanente nel suddetto materiale.

25 Match the following words with their meanings.
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1 hardness

2 strength 

3 toughness 

4 stiffness

5 elasticity 

6 plasticity 

7 absorbency 

8 waterproof

a Ability of a material to soak up a liquid.

b Resistance to scratching and pressure.

Hardwood does not mark as easily as softwood.

c Resistance to breaking by cracking; opposite of

“brittle”.

d Amount of force needed to break a material

usually by pushing or pulling down.

e Amount of force needed to change the shape of

a material; opposite of flexible.

f Ability to retain the new shape when a force is

removed, example plasticene.

g Resistant to liquids, repels water.

h Ability to return its original shape when a force

is removed, example rubber band.

26 Make questions to the following answers.

1 The ability of a material to let electric current go through it.

......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................?

2 It is a bad conductor.

......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................?

3 When temperature rises.

......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................?

4 Semiconductors.

......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................?

5 It is the ability to resist corrosion or solvents.

......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................?

6 It depends on service conditions.

......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................?

7 It is oxidation.

......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................?

8 They can cause the materials to dissolve or degrade their mechanical properties.

......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................?


